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This onferene was organized by Rolf H. M�ohring (Berlin), Thomas M. Liebling (Lau-

sanne), and Uwe T. Zimmermann (Braunshweig), and was the latest in a series of Ober-

wolfah meetings on ombinatorial optimization. The 43 partiipants ame from Austria,

Canada, Frane, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Japan, Switzerland, and the United States.

There were 32 presentations in total, and eah day featured two 50 minute survey talks.

The attendees partiularly appreiated that these were given by younger speialists in their

�elds. Topis overed a broad range of the disipline, like

� approximation algorithms

� online optimization

� sheduling

� graph and matroid theory

� submodular funtions

� non-linear, stohasti, and integer programming

� various appliation areas.

On Thursday evening an open problem session took plae, and one of the eleven problems

was delared as solved the very same evening. Seleted open problems are listed in this

report. During the whole week partiipants seized the opportunity to informally disuss

problems and jointly work together. One talk of the last day was a result of suh work.

The organizers and all partiipants would like to thank theMathematishes Forshungsin-

stitut Oberwolfah for its hospitality and the outstandingly stimulating atmosphere.
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Abstrats

Monday, November 25th, 2002

Approximation Algorithms for the k-Median Problem and Related Faility

Loation Problems

David Shmoys

In the k-median problem, we are given n points in a metri spae (given by the distane

between eah pair of points), and we wish to selet k of them (the "medians") so as to min-

imize the total distane of eah point to its nearest seleted median. An r-approximation

algorithm for an optimization problem is a polynomial-time algorithm guaranteed to �nd

a feasible solution of objetive funtion value within a fator of r of optimal. We survey

reent results on approximation algorithms for the k-median problem. We present results

that highlight three approahes: LP rounding, primal-dual algorithms, and loal searh. In

the �rst, we give an integer programming formulation and show that the optimal solution

to the linear programming relaxation an be rounded to an integer one without inreasing

its ost by more than a partiular onstant fator. In the seond, the linear program is used

only impliitly to simultaneously onstrut a feasible integer primal solution an d feasible

dual solution of objetive funtion values that are within a onstant fator of eah other.

In the last, we onsider the paradigm in whih there is a notion of a neighbouring feasible

solution, and we iteratively hek if any neighbour has better objetive funtion value,

until we onverge at a so-alled loal optimum. The �rst onstant performane guarantee

for the k-median problem was obtained by LP rounding by Charikar, Guha, Tardos, and

Shmoys. We present the primal-dual approah of Jain and Vazirani, in a variant derived

by Mettu and Plaxton. Finally, we give a result of Arya, Garg, Khandekar, Meyerson,

Munagala, and Pandit, that the proess of swapping one median into the solution simul-

taneously with deleting one onverges to a loal optimum guaranteed to be within a fator

of 5 of optimal.

Cylial Sheduling, Cirular One Matries, and the Minimax Problem

Dorit Hohbaum

(joint work with Paul Tuker)

The minimax problem is of the struture

min

n

X

j=1



j

x

j

max

j=1:::n

a

ij

x

j

� b
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x

j

� 0:

Although the problem is stated in ontinuous variables, we demonstrate it is in fat a

disrete problem equivalent to the set over problem. Therefore it is NP-hard.

When the matrix (a

ij

) is bitoni in olumns (meaning one peek and one valley at most),

the equivalent set over is de�ned on a irular ones matrix. We provide a polynomial time

algorithm for the problem, and disuss the more general multiover problem on irular

ones matries. When the matrix (a

ij

) is bitoni in olumns (meaning one peek and one
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valley at most), the equivalent set over is de�ned on a irular ones matrix. We provide

a polynomial time algorithm for the problem, and disuss the more general multiover

problem on irular ones matries. This problem models the important ylial sheduling

problem. We show it is equivalent to a network ow with side onstraint problem. The

side onstraint is to require a subset of ars to inlude at least a ertain amount of ow.

The omplexity status of this problem is open. (In the bipartite ase it is solved with a

randomized polynomial algorithm of Mulmuley, Vazirani, and Vazirani.)

Combinatorial Online Optimization in Pratie: Models, Obstales, Prospets

J

�

org Rambau

More and more optimization problems have to be solved online. That means, the input

of the optimization problem is not given in advane but is revealed over time. An online

algorithm has to make irrevoable deisions with inomplete knowledge about the future,

and in pratie the time for omputations means a delay.

In this survey talk, we present three examples from pratial projets: the online on-

trol of a argo elevator system in a large distribution enter, the dynami on�guration

of optial teleommuniation networks, and the online dispathing of servie units for the

ADAC (the german automobile assoiation). Three important methods to evaluate the

performane of an online algorithm are reviewed: dynami systems (distributional analy-

sis), ompetitive analysis (worst-ase analysis), and queuing systems (asymptoti analysis).

We show that all of them have their short-omings and an lead to omputational prob-

lems or pratially undesirable deisions. As an example for a new type of performane

guarantee that overomes some of the diÆulties, we present the analysis under reasonable

load.

In any ase, additional simulation experiments on real data and an a-posteriori analysis

are still required to onvine people from pratie of the value of an online algorithm.

Cyli Timetabling and Cyle Bases of Graphs

Christian Liebhen

(joint work with Leon Peeters)

We onsider the problem of onstruting yli timetables for publi transportation om-

panies. This is usually modelled by the Periodi Event Sheduling Problem (PESP), in

that we are given a period time T for the traÆ network, and where we have to �nd a node

potential � that periodially ful�lls onstraints of the form l

ij

� �

j

� �

i

+ pT � u

ij

, where

p is required to be integer.

The PESP is NP-omplete. Moreover, in pratie it is already very diÆult to optimize

a linear objetive over only a few hundreds of onstraints. Hene, we are seeking for an

advantageous formulation of the problem.

To this aim, we generalize the usual notion of tensions to periodi tensions. Further, we

onlude that an ar mapping is preisely a periodi tension, if a ertain yle periodiity

property holds for every yle. But the latter already is impliitly true by ensuring the

yle periodiity property only for the m�n+1 elements of an integral yle basis, whih

means that we an formulate the problem with n � 1 integer variables less than in the

PESP formulation.

The yle inequalities introdued by Odijk (1996) yield box onstraints for the integer

variables. We get an approximation for the size of a yle basis by weighting yles only by
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a linear ost funtion over their ars. Whereas reognition of integral yle basis is trivial by

thinking of them in terms of integral latties, onstruting a minimal integral yle basis

does not seem to be easy. Nor does onstruting a minimal (generalized) fundamental

yle basis, in the sense of Whitney (1935). Restriting to stritly fundamental basis,

whih stem from spanning trees, as proposed by Nahtigall (1998), does not help either,

beause minimization is an NP-hard task there.

The Bundle Method in Combinatorial Optimization

Franz Rendl

(joint work with I. Fisher, G. Gruber, R. Sotirov, and A. Wiegele)

The Bundle method is a standard tool from nonsmooth optimization to minimize onvex

funtions. In the ontext of ombinatorial optimization it an be used to get approximate

solutions to optimization problems with a huge number of linear (in)equalities. These are

treated only indiretly through Lagrangian relaxation.

Computational results applied to semide�nite relaxations of Max-Cut in ombination

with the triangle inequalities are disussed. Finally, lower bounds for the Quadrati As-

signment Problem, based on semide�nite programming, in ombination with ombinatorial

(in)equalities are presented, whih have the potential to improve urrent Branh and Bound

methods to solve this problem to optimality.

Chromati Properties of Balaned 0;�1 Matries

Dominique de Werra

In order to generalize bipartite graphs, 0; 1-balaned matries have been introdued by

Berge, who haraterized them by a simple biolouring property.

This lass has been extended to 0;�1-matries; Conforti and Cornuejols gave a orre-

sponding haraterization in terms of biolouring of the olumns of the matrix.

In addition, Berge showed that the balaned 0; 1-matries have for any k � 2 a so-

alled good k-olouring (eah row ontains the largest possible number of olours, i.e.

minfk;

P

j

a

ij

g.

The onept of good k-olouring an be extended in several ways to 0;�1-matries.

We give some extensions and show that suh generalized k-olourings exist in balaned

0;�1-matries for any k � 2.

These variations suggest to explore some extensions of balaned matries whih may

admit some relaxations of the onept of good k-olourings.

Symmetry and Integer Linear Programs

Fran�ois Margot

Components of a branh-and-ut algorithm for solving integer linear programs with a large

symmetry group are presented. The pruning algorithm, ut generation proedures, and

algorithms for setting variables are based on the symmetry group of the problem. Pruning

and orbit omputations are performed by baktraking proedures using a Shreier-Sims

table for representing the symmetry group. Appliations to hard set overing problems,

generation of overing designs and error orreting odes are given.
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DiÆult Problems in Propositional Logi

Klaus Truemper

The extration of logi from data, as part of data mining approahes, is beoming inreas-

ingly important. We desribe a method that reliably and without tuning or parameter

seletion produes the desired logi funtions plus probability distributions of their au-

ray.

When learned logi funtions replae normative logi formulations, ertain problems that

for normative formulations reside at the seond level of the polynomial hierarhy beome

the logi minimization problem MINSAT. This fat ould be viewed as an explanation for

the urious fat that problems at the seond level of the polynomial hierarhy are very

hard for omputers, yet are solved by the human brain with ease. Indeed, if one postulates

that the human brains learns logi from data, then problems that seemingly reside at the

seond level of the polynomial hierarhy beome MINSAT ases, whih the brain is quite

good at.

We disuss some appliations in intelligent systems suh as medial diagnosis, natural

language proessing, and omputer vision.
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Tuesday, November 26th, 2002

Linear Programming over Symmetri Cones

Christoph Helmberg

With the development of interior point methods the task of optimizing a linear ost fun-

tion over the intersetion of an aÆne subspae with a symmetri one (a onvex one

that is self-dual and homogeneous) ame into the realm of tratability. This inludes

linear programming (LP), seond order one programming (SOCP), and semide�nite Pro-

gramming (SDP). We present a survey on duality and omplexity results, disuss useful

modeling onepts in formulating optimization problems as linear programs over symmet-

ri ones, review some major appliations (robust linear programming, hane onstraints,

robust ontrol, global optimization over polynomials, sum of squares deompostion) and

algorithms (primal-dual interior point methods and large sale approahes via nononvex

quadrati programming as well as bundle methods employing speialized utting models).

Loal Branhing

Matteo Fishetti

(joint work with Andrea Lodi)

The availability of e�etive exat or heuristi solution methods for general Mixed-Integer

Programs (MIPs) is of paramount importane for pratial appliations. In the talk we

investigate the use of a generi MIP solver as a blak-box \tatial" tool to explore e�e-

tively suitable solution subspaes de�ned and ontrolled at a \strategi" level by a simple

external branhing framework. The proedure is in the spirit of well-known loal searh

metaheuristis, but the neighborhoods are obtained through the introdution in the MIP

model of ompletely general linear inequalities alled loal branhing uts.

The new solution strategy is exat in nature, though it is designed to improve the heuris-

ti behaviour of the MIP solver at hand. It alternates high-level strategi branhings to

de�ne the solution neighborhoods, and low-level tatial branhings to explore them. The

result is a ompletely general sheme aimed at favoring early updatings of the inumbent

solution, hene produing high-quality solutions at early stages of the omputation.

The method is analyzed omputationally on a large lass of very diÆult MIP problems

by using the state-of-the-art ommerial software ILOG-Cplex 7.0 as the blak-box tatial

MIP solver. For these instanes, most of whih annot be solved to proven optimality in a

reasonable time, the new method exhibits onsistently an improved heuristi performane:

in 20 out of 24 ases, the MIP solver produed signi�antly better inumbent solutions

when driven by the loal branhing paradigm.
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VLSI Design Today: Minimizing Cyle Time and Power Consumption

Jens Vygen

Maximizing the lok frequenies, or equivalently minimizing yle times/meeting timing

onstraints, has beome the most important objetive in VLSI design. Power onsumption

is also beoming more and more important and may beome the dominating objetive

soon.

However, the timing analysis methodology urrently used in industry is not aurate

enough for reasonable power minimization under tight timing onstraints. We point out

severe weaknesses of the lassial stati timing analysis model and propose an extension

that does not have any of these drawbaks. For the �rst time, meaningful slaks an be

omputed eÆiently, and this even works for non-ayli timing graphs.

In addition to presenting this new timing model, we survey several appliations and

other reent theoretial advanes that lead to better algorithms for faster hips onsuming

less power. These are the basis of the so-alled Bonn tools, whih are being used for the

design of many of the most omplex hips.

A Duality Result for 0=1 Programs

Robert Weismantel

(joint work with Dimitris Bertsimas)

Motivated by results from algebrai geometry, we develop a Farkas type Lemma for binary

programs. We also give elementary proofs that every binary programming problem has an

expliit dual linear program with exponentially many variables and onstraints for whih

weak duality, strong duality and omplementary slakness hold. This dual oinides with

the dual linear program that one obtains from lifting the original program into exponential

spae by multipliation by produts of variables as suggest by Balas, Sherali and Adams,

Lovasz and Shrijver, Balas, Ceria, Cornuejols. We prove that under modest assumptions

the optimal solutions of a partial dual { a subset of the dual variables is inluded { de�ne a

nested family of tight onstraints. This result gives rise to a ouple of algorithmi ideas.

Minimum Turn Cyle Covers in Grid Graphs

Maro E. L

�

ubbeke

(joint work with Gunnar W. Klau)

A grid graph G is a node indued subgraph of the integer lattie. We seek a olletion of

yles whih over eah of G's verties at least one. Eah turn of a yle by 90 degree

ounts as one turn. The objetive is to minimize the total number of turns. The omplexity

status of this minimum turn yle over problem is open. We present a natural integer

programming formulation. The linear programming relaxation gives empirially exellent

lower bounds on the integer optimum. We outline a possible approah to proving that it

in fat gives raise to a 2-approximation. For the ase that every vertex of G has to be

overed exatly one we prove that the optimal fae of the polytope assoiated with the

linear programming relaxation is integer. Thus, this speial ase is solvable in polynomial

time.
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Inverse 1-Median Problems

Rainer E. Burkard

(joint work with C. Pleshiutshnig and J. Zhang)

The inverse 1-median problem an be stated as follows: Let n points with weights w

i

> 0

be given. Let d(i; j) denote the distane between the points i and j. The problem onsists

in adjusting the weights at minimum ost suh that a prespei�ed point s beomes a 1-

median. If the points orrespond to verties of a graph G and d(i; j) is the shortest path

length between verties i and j, then we speak of a disrete problem. It is easy to see that

a disrete inverse 1-median problem an be formulated as a linear program. Therefore it is

solvable in linear time. If G is a tree we know aording to a poem of Hua et al. that s is

optimum, if all subtrees rooted in s have a weight less or equal one half of the total weight.

This property an be used to design a greedy algorithm for the inverse 1-median problem

on a tree. If the points lie in the plane and the distanes are measured in l

1

-norm, then a

similar optimality ondition holds as in a tree. Therefore also in this ase a greedy-type

algorithm an be designed whih takes are that the weights in both diretions x and y are

suitably balaned.

Polynomials and Polyhedra

Martin Gr

�

otshel

A beautiful result of Br�oker and Sheiderer on the stability index of basi losed semi-

algebrai sets implies, as a very speial ase, that every d-dimensional polyhedron admits

a representation as the set of solutions of at most d(d+1)=2 polynomial inequalities. Even

in this polyhedral ase, however, no onstrutive proof is known, even if the quadrati

upper bound is replaed by any bound depending only on the dimension. In a joint paper

with Martin Henk, we give, for simple polytopes, an expliit onstrution of polynomials

desribing suh a polytope. The number of used polynomials is exponential in the dimen-

sion, but in the 2- and 3-dimensional ase we get the expeted number d(d + 1)=2. The

talk relates these results to polyhedral ombinatoris and speulates about possible uses

in ombinatorial optimization.

Stable Sets in Bipartite Graphs

Ulrih Faigle

(joint work with Gereon Frahling)

Computing a maximum weighted stable set in a bipartite graph is onsidered well-solved

and usually approahed with preow-push, Ford-Fulkerson or network simplex algorithms.

However, a ombinatorial algorithm for this problem an be designed that is not based

on ows but on relaxations to spanning subtrees and iterative removal of infeasibilities

in the tentative solutions. Numerial tests suggest that this algorithm outperforms ow

based algorithms in pratie by a onsiderable margin espeially in the the ase of dense

graphs.
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Wednesday, November 27th, 2002

Improved Approximation Algorithms for the Minimum-Spae Advertisement

Sheduling Problem

Mihel X. Goemans

(joint work with Brian Dean)

We study a sheduling problem involving the plaement of advertisements on a webpage

over time. One variant of the problem an be formulated as an extension of P jjC

max

in

whih every job j has a multipliity 

j

and we need to assign 

j

opies of eah job on

di�erent mahines so as to minimize the maximum total proessing time assigned to any

mahine. Our main result is a proof that the natural generalization of Graham's algorithm

also yields a 4/3-approximation to this minimum-spae advertisement sheduling problem.

Previously, this algorithm was only known to give an approximation ratio of 2, and the

best known approximation ratio for any algorithm for the minimum-spae ad sheduling

problem was 3/2. Graham's proof does not extend to our situation, and our analysis uses

a novel lower bounding approah for the problem whih an be formulated as a linear

program. We also provide a pseudo-polynomial algorithm (its running time is polynomial

in the number of jobs and the number of mahines) with approximation ratio of (1+ �) for

any onstant � > 0.

A Set-Covering Based Heuristi Approah for Bin-Paking Problems

Paolo Toth

(joint work with Mihele Monai)

Several ombinatorial optimization problems an be formulated as large size Set-Covering

Problems. This is the ase of many problems in the Cutting & Paking area, as well as of

other well-known and relevant problems in ombinatorial optimization, suh as the Vehile

Routing Problem, the Graph Colouring Problem or the Crew Sheduling Problem.

In this work, we use the Set-Covering formulation to obtain a general heuristi algorithm

for this type of problems, and desribe our implementation of the algorithm for solving two

variants of the well-known (One-Dimensional) Bin Paking Problem: the Two-Constraint

Bin Paking Problem (2CBP), in whih we are required to pak a set of items (eah having

a positive weight and a positive volume) into the minimum number of idential bins having

a given weight and volume apaity, and the basi version of the Two-Dimensional Bin

Paking Problem (2DBP), in whih we have to pak a given set of retangular items (eah

having a positive width and a positive height) into the minimum number of idential

retangular bins having a given width and height. For the onsidered problems, eah

olumn of the assoiated Set-Covering formulation orresponds to a feasible (and inlusion

maximal) item set (i.e., to a feasible \�lling" of a bin).

In our approah, both the "olumn-generation" and the "olumn-optimization" phases

are heuristially performed. In partiular, in the �rst phase, we do not generate the entire

set of olumns, but only a small subset of it, by using greedy proedures and fast onstru-

tive heuristi algorithms from the literature. In the seond phase, we heuristially solve

the assoiated Set-Covering instane by means of a Lagrangian-based heuristi algorithm.

Extensive omputational results on a large set of instanes from the literature show that,

for the two onsidered problems, this approah is ompetitive, with respet to both the

quality of the solution and the omputing time, with the best heuristi and metaheuristi

algorithms proposed so far.
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Pursuit-Evasion and Bu�er Minimization in Online Sheduling

G

�

unter Rote

This is a ase study on the interplay between ombinatorial optimization and geometry,

and on the appliation of geometri ideas to ombinatorial optimization problems.

We onsider a game between two persons where one person (the \sheri�") tries to ath

the other person (the \thief"), but the sheri� only knows an approximation of the true

position of the thief. The two players have idential onstraints on their speed. It turns

out that the thief an inrease his distane from the sheri� beyond any limit. However,

when the speed onstraints are given by a polyhedral metri, the sheri� an always remain

within a onstant distane of the thief. These results hold in any dimension.

We apply this problem to bu�er minimization in an on-line sheduling problem with

onits that was �rst studied by Chrobak, Csirik, Imreh, Noga, Sgall, and Woeginger.

The on-line player is modeled by the sheri� and the aumulated target workload that

arrives over time is modeled by the apparent position of the thief. The true position of the

thief represents the o�-line player.

The speed onstraint in this ase is determined by the stable set polytope of the onit

graph. For bipartite onit graphs, the struture of this polytope is partiularly simple.

In this ase, our approah leads to new approximation bounds.

Dynami Flow Models for TraÆ Networks

Ekkehard K

�

ohler

(joint work with Katharina Langkau and Martin Skutella)

TraÆ in road networks serves as a standard example for the appliation of stati network

ow algorithms. While for restrited situations like rash-hour traÆ this is indeed a suitable

model, it is not appropriate for a more general setting. The reason is, that it does not

apture two main features of road traÆ. On the one hand suh a model should be time-

dependent, i.e., ow unit should move through the network over time. On the other hand

transit times on the ars of suh a network should not be onstant but rather dependent

on the urrent ow situation on the partiular ar.

We de�ne and ompare two di�erent models that try to ope with the requirements of

traÆ in road networks. First we de�ne a load-dependent model for ows over time. In

this model the speed of the ow units on an ar depend at every point in time on the load

on that ar, where the transit time funtion is onvex. The seond model determines the

transit time of a unit of ow in an ar using the ow rate at the time of entering this ar.

For both models we onsider the quikest ow problem and give approximation algorithms.

Furthermore we ompare the quality of these models.
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Open Problem Session

Minimize number of onseutive-1 matries in a deomposition of integer

matries

Horst W. Hamaher

Given an integer matrix I, we want to �nd a representation of I as linear ombination

of matries with the strit onseutive-1 property, suh that the number of matries is as

small as possible.

Problem: Contrations to C

4

Gerhard Woeginger

Let G be a simple, onneted, undireted input graph. What is the omplexity of the

following problem: Does there exist a sequene of edge-ontrations that transform G into

C

4

, the yle on four verties? For instane, it is easy to see that any hordal graph G

annot be ontrated to C

4

. Or for instane, a graph G with a dominating vertex (a vertex

that is adjaent to all other verties) annot be ontrated to C

4

.

I onjeture that this problem an be solved in polynomial time. The related question

about ontrations to C

3

is trivial, and the related question about ontrations to C

5

(or

about ontrations to any �xed C

k

with k � 5) is NP-omplete.

Realizability of �nal football tables

Andr

�

as Frank

We are given n football teams playing in

�

n

2

�

mathes against eah other. The team that

wins a math obtains three points, on a draw, both teams get one point.

What is the omplexity of deiding whether a given �nal table is realizable?

Extending bipartite graphs to permit a unique perfet mathing

G

�

unter Rote

We are given a bipartite graph G = (V;E). What is the omplexity of deiding whether

one an add edges E

0

, suh that G = (V;E [E

0

) is still bipartite, but has a unique perfet

mathing?

Reognizing bipartite graphs that have a unique perfet mathing is polynomial, as it is

equivalent to matrix upper triangulation.
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Thursday, November 28th, 2002

Conneted Rigidity Matroids and Uniquely Realizable Graphs

Tibor Jord

�

an

A framework (G; p) is a pair, where G is a graph with n verties and p = (p

1

; p

2

; :::; p

n

)

is a orresponding set of n points in R

d

(p is alled a on�guration). Two frameworks

(G; p) and (G; q) are equivalent if orresponding edges of the two frameworks have the

same length. A framework (G; p) is a unique realization of G if all equivalent realizations

of G an be obtained from (G; p) by a rigid ongruene of R

d

. The unique realization

problem is to deide whether a given realization is unique, or whether all realizations of a

given graph G are unique. We shall onsider generi realizations only, i.e. we shall assume

that all oordinates of the on�gurations are algebraially independent over the rationals.

Brue Hendrikson onjetured in '88 that all realizations of a given graph G are unique

in R

2

if and only if G is 3-onneted and redundantly rigid. Motivated by this problem,

Bob Connelly onjetured in '89 that every 3-onneted iruit of the two-dimensional

rigidity matroid an be obtained from K

4

by a sequene of `degree-three extensions'. With

Alex Berg (Aarhus) we proved Connelly's onjeture and with Bill Jakson (London) we

showed that Hendrikson's onjeture is also true.

Mixed Integer Models for the Optimization of Gas Networks

Alexander Martin

A gas network basially onsists of a set of ompressors and valves that are onneted

by pipes. The task of the transient tehnial optimization is to optimize the drives of

the gas and to set in the ompressors ost-eÆiently suh that the required demands are

satis�ed. This problem leads to a omplex mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem.

We approah it by approximating the non-linearities by piee-wise linear funtions leading

to a huge mixed integer program. We study the polyhedral onsequenes of this model

and present a polynomial separation algorithm for ertain substrutures. Our preliminary

omputational results show the bene�ts when inorporating this separation algorithm into

a general mixed integer programming solver.

Submodular Funtion Minimization|Theory and Pratie

Satoru Iwata

Reently, ombinatorial strongly polynomial algorithms for minimizing submodular fun-

tions have been developed by Iwata, Fleisher, and Fujishige (IFF) and by Shrijver. All

the previously known polynomial-time algorithms for this problem are based on the ellip-

soid method, whih is not eÆient in pratie. This talk provides a survey on the these

and subsequent ombinatorial algorithms and reports some results of preliminary ompu-

tational experiments.
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Approximation Algorithms for the General Covering Problem

Klaus Jansen

We generalize a method by Grigoriadis et al. to ompute an approximate solution of the

frational overing (and max-min resoure sharing) problem withM nonnegative linear (or

onave) onstraints on a onvex set B to the ase with general approximate blok solvers

(i.e. with only onstant, logarithmi, or even worse approximation ratios). The algorithm is

based on a Lagrangian deomposition whih uses a modi�ed logarithmi potential funtion

and on several other ideas (saling phase strategy, two stopping rules in a phase, eliminating

funtions larger than a threshold value T , reduing the step length and taking a onvex

ombination among di�erent iterates in a phase). We show that the algorithm runs in

iterations (or blok optimization steps), a data and approximation ratio independent bound

whih is optimal up to poly-logarithmi fators for any �xed relative auray � 2 (0; 1).

Furthermore, we show how to apply this method for the frational weighted graph olouring

problem.

Conseutive-1 Deomposition of Integer Matries and Appliations.

Horst W. Hamaher

In this talk we onsider the following problem: Given an integer matrix I = (I

i

j), we

want to �nd a deomposition of I as linear ombination of matries with the onseutive-1

property (C1P), i.e. I =

P

t2T

�

t

Y

t

. Here, T is the set of all C1P matries and the C1P

is meant in the strit way for the rows, suh that the matries Y

t

satisfy the property

y

ij

1

= y

ij

2

for j

1

< j

2

implies y

i

j = 1; 8j

1

� j � j

2

.

We �rst onsider the problem of minimizing the deomposition time

P

t2T

�

t

. This

problem is, for instane, relevant in the implementation of radiation during a aner therapy

using so-alled multi-leaf ollimators (MLC). While this problem is trivially solvable if all

C1P matries are allowed, it beomes more involved if only spei� subsets of T , are

allowed. IWe show how to redue the problem to network ow problems in two suitably

hosen networks. The seond version of the transformation makes it also possible to show

that an optimal solution exists, whih has the integrality property. In this way, the applied

problem is solved with a small number of C1P matries, a property whih is partiularly

important in the appliation ontext.

Node-Capaitated Ring Routing

Andr

�

as Frank

This is an aount on a researh whose results are published in two works:

1. A. Frank, Z. Kir�aly, and B. Kotnyek, Routing in ring networks, in preparation.

2. A. Frank, B. Shepherd, V. Tandon, and Z. V�egh, Node-apaitated ring routing,

Mathematis of Operations Researh, 27, 2. (2002) pp. 372-383.

We onsider the node-apaitated routing problem in an undireted ring network along

with its frational relaxation, the node-apaitated multiommodity ow problem. For

the feasibility problem, Farkas' lemma provides a haraterization for general undireted

graphs asserting roughly that there exists suh a ow if and only if the so-alled distane

inequality holds for every hoie of distane funtions arising from non-negative node-

weigths. For rings this (straightforward) result will be improved in two ways. We prove
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that, independent of the integrality of node-apaities, it suÆes to require the distane

inequality only for distanes arising from (0-1-2)-valued node-weights, a requirement whih

will be alled the double-ut ondition. Morover, for integer-valued node-apaities, the

double-ut ondition implies the existene of a half-integral multiommodity ow. In this

ase even an integer-valued multiommodity ow exists whih may though be infeasible

but not muh: it exeeds every node-apaity by at most one.

Our approah gives rise to a fully ombinatorial, strongly polynomial algorithm to om-

pute either a violating double-ut or a node-apaitated multiommodity ow. The ap-

proah is then used to ompute a node-apaitated routing, if one exists. A relation of the

problem to its edge-apaitated ounterpart will also be explained.

New Maximum Flow Algorithms by MA Orderings and Saling

Satoru Fujishige

(joint work with Shigueo Isotani)

Maximum adjaeny (MA) ordering has e�etively been applied to graph onnetivity

problems by Nagamohi Ibaraki. We show a nie appliation of MA ordering to the max-

imum ow problem with integral apaities to get a new polynomial-time algorithm and

propose its saling version whih requires O(mn logU) running time, where m is the num-

ber of ars, n the number of verties, U the maximum apaity. We also show some

omputational results to examine behaviours of our algorithms.

The 2-Edge-Conneted Subgraph with Bounded Rings Problem

A. Ridha Mahjoub

(joint work with B. Fortz, S.T. MCormik, and P. Pesneau)

The 2-edge-onneted subgraph with bounded rings problem in a garph onsists in deter-

mining a minimum ost 2-edge-onneted subgraph suh that the shortest yle to whih

eah edge belongs (a \ring") does not exeed a given length K. We present here a formula-

tion of that problem in the spae of the natural design variables and derive faet results for

di�erent lasses of valid inequalities. We study the separation problems assoiated to these

inequalities and their integration in a Branh-and-Cut algorithm, and provide extensive

omputational results.
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Friday, November 29th, 2002

The Struture of Group Relaxations

Rekha Thomas

(joint work with Serkan Hosten)

In this talk I will survey reent results on the struture of all the minimal group relaxations

that are needed to solve all integer programs in a family with �xed oeÆient matrix and

ost vetor but varying right hand sides. These results ome from the algebrai approah

to integer programming using Groebner bases but have a self ontained explanation in

math programming language.

Strongly Polynomial Algorithms for Submodular and Bisubmodular Funtion

Minimization

S. Thomas MCormik

(joint work with Satoru Fujishige)

Reently Fujishige and Iwata showed how to extend the IFF algorithm for submodular

funtion minimization (SFM) to bisubmodular funtion minimization (BSFM). However,

they were able to extend only the weakly polynomial version of IFF to BSFM. Here we

investigate the diÆulty that prevented them from also extending the strongly polynomial

version of IFF to BSFM, and we show a way around the diÆulty. This new method gives

a somewhat simpler strongly polynomial SFM algorithm, as well as the �rst ombinatorial

strongly polynomial algorithm for BSFM.

Mean-Risk Models in Stohasti Integer Programming

R

�

udiger Shultz

We onsider mixed-integer linear programs under unertainty where data information is

reveiled stepwise and deisions have to be taken aordingly, based on the information

available. Optimization then has to deal with impliitly given random objetive funtions

that arise from the sheme of alternating deision and observation. Traditional stohasti

programming models aim at optimizing the expetation of these funtions. When address-

ing risk aversion one arrives at mean-risk models. This requires the seletion of proper

risk measures. In the talk we introdue di�erent risk measures and disuss onsequenes of

their inlusion into purely expetation-based stohasti integer programs. We study on-

sisteny of the risk measures with ordering priniples from stohastis, and we investigate

well-posedness of the resulting mean-risk models. For disrete probability distributions,

the mean-risk models are equivalent to large-sale, blok-strutured, mixed-integer linear

programs, the blok struture of whih depends on the risk measure employed. We iden-

tify risk measures that lead to deomposable blok strutures, and we outline resulting

deomposition strategies.
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Progress in Linear and Integer Programming

Bob Bixby

A quik review was given of omputational progress in linear programming (a ombined

algorithm + mahine fator nearing 2,000,000) and integer programming (with an emphasis

on �nding good feasible solutions).

Edited by Christian Liebhen and Maro L�ubbeke
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